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{verse}

Wake up, scroll through my twitter

Oh, fuck! now i'm feeling bitter

'cuz the world's gone up in flames

What a shame, there goes my day

{verse}

My mind is falling to the wayside

Oh, christ! i think i need a lifeline

What has life become? screw this, i'm done

I'm giving up

{pre-chorus}

This could be my last lament

'cuz i fear that i've got nothing left

What if i-

{chorus}

-kill myself?

Should i jump off a ledge

Or swallow every single

Pill on the shelf?

I'll take heaven over living in hell

You say the world is worse if i'm gone

But i know nothing's gonna change

So it's better if you move on

Grab a six shooter

Put a bullet through my head

'cuz, baby, i'm better off-

{verse}

Just when i thought that i was better



My walls caved in

Now my mood is looking wetter

There's a storm cloud over my head

Filling me with dread

God, make it end!

{pre-chorus}

This hopelessness persists

It's such a nightmare to exist

So maybe i'll just-

{chorus}

-kill myself

Should i jump off a ledge

Or swallow every single

Pill on the shelf?

I'll take heaven over living in hell

You say the world is worse if i'm gone

But i know nothing's gonna change

So it's better if you move on

Grab a six shooter

Put a bullet through my head

'cuz, baby, i'm better off dead!

{bridge}

Cross my heart, i hope to die

Stick a knife into my eye

And if in your wake, you find me gone

Please don't worry, i know

You'll go on

{pre-chorus}

So what if i-



{chorus}

Kill myself?

Should i jump off a ledge

Or swallow every single

Pill on the shelf?

I'll take heaven over living in hell

You say the world is worse if i'm gone

But i know nothing's gonna change

So it's better if you move on

Grab a six shooter

Put a bullet through my head

'cuz baby, i'm better off dead!

{refrain}

Oh, baby, i'm better off dead

(baby, i'm better off-)

Dead, oh, oh


